
Principals For Sale

	
 Wangstas.
As years bent to the implementation of a “compassionate” school reform gained both 

velocity and clout, you could actually sit back and watch the number grow.  Frequently non-
White (although this was a mere technicality; as a method, an assertive monetary seduction 
worked efficiently with pretty much any socio-economic, racial, ethnic or cultural group) – well, 
generally Wangstas were people who had entered the educational arena with a personal intention 
to work closely with, and make a difference for, minority and often poor children.  

It was this, their honestly held convictions, their deeply ingrained principles, their 
individually felt goals – which frequently gave them the energy and dedication to make a notable 
effort.  Recurrently, in fact?  Their steadfast attempts made a manifest difference by allowing for 
a better organized and more effective building discipline, a stronger school and community 
support, and an overall safer, and more academically rigorous, environment.  

But.  
Well, see; now here’s the thing.
When – holding steadily to their own convictions – career-dedicated leaders like these 

made an obvious academic headway; when administrators like these started to show a protective 
pride in their schools; when the schools where optimistic leaders like these were employed 
started to, uh-oh, stabilize and show improvement? 

Oh, romantic, culturally-protective idealists like these?
Stood smack-dab in the way of an incessantly-shifting, invasively-unfettered, bad-

teacher-blaming, low-score-dependent, community-destabilizing, Big-Money-fund-garnering 
reform.  

What to do?
	
 Offer more money.  
	
 A lot more money.  
	
 And, to complement the money?  

Offer recognized-as-effective administrators (those old-school, career-dedicated leaders) 
freshly new and increasingly powerful management positions just a rung or two higher up on that 
modern-day ladder of authority; offer positions attached to fancier, if only recently invented and 
relatively meaningless, titles.  Offer a chance to get attached to a suddenly unexpected wealth 
and an impressively unprecedented authority; offer time for enjoying the clothes, the cars, the 
business-lunch expense accounts, and the possibility, even, of hanging out with the biggest of the 
big boys, way up high, there, in Washington D.C.  

And then?  
	
 Tell them, woo them, push them and train them – to ignore what they had originally 
thought good for schools.  Teach them that, in order to keep the power, the money, the clothing 
and the car?  
	
 They must learn how to say yes.  

And only yes. 
Coach them, instruct them, control them and guide them – in playing their part inside this 

heavily legislated don’t-question-daddy game of a modern-day teacher, student and culturally-
different community blame.

Train them well, and then?  
Go out, and in the highly publicized name of an each year more invasive intervention: 



Recruit.  
Recruit, train, retitle, reassign and endlessly interchange many, many more.
One exactly like the next.


